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 ABSTRACT 
   PURPOSE:       The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of a novel, noninvasive perfusion enhancement 
system versus beds with integrated alternating pressure capabilities for the prevention of hospital-acquired sacral region (sacral, 
coccygeal, and ischium) pressure injuries in a high-risk, acute care patient population. 
   DESIGN:     A prospective randomized trial of high-risk inpatients without preexisting sacral region pressure injuries was conducted. 
   SUBJECTS AND SETTING:     The sample comprised 431 randomly enrolled adult patients in a 300-bed tertiary care community 
teaching hospital. 
   METHODS:     Subjects were randomly allocated to one of 2 groups: control and experimental. Both groups received “standard-of-
care” pressure injury prevention measures per hospital policy, and both were placed on alternating pressure beds during their hospital 
stays. In addition, patients in the experimental group used a noninvasive perfusion enhancement system placed on top of their 
alternating pressure beds and recovery chairs throughout their hospital stay. Fischer’s exact probability test was used to compare 
group differences, and odds ratio (OR) were calculated for comparing pressure injury rates in the experimental and control groups. 
   RESULTS:     Three hundred ninety-nine patients completed the trial; 186 patients were allocated to the experimental group and 
213 patients to the control group. Eleven patients in the control group versus 2 in the experimental group developed hospital-
acquired sacral region pressure injuries (51.6% vs 1.07%;  P   =  .024). Control patients were 5.04 times more likely to develop 
hospital-acquired sacral region pressure injuries (OR  =  0.1996; 95% CI, 0.0437-0.9125). 
   CONCLUSIONS:     Patients using a noninvasive perfusion enhancement system developed signifi cantly fewer hospital-acquired 
sacral pressure injuries than those using an alternating pressure bed without the perfusion enhancement system. These fi ndings 
suggest that a perfusion enhancement system enhances the success of use of pressure redistributing beds for prevention of 
hospital-acquired sacral pressure injuries.   
  KEY WORDS:   Acute care  ,   Hospital-acquired pressure injuries  ,   Ischemia  ,   Pressure injury  ,   Pressure injury prevention  ,   Pressure 
ulcer  ,   Reperfusion injury  ,   Sacral region  ,   Vascular compression  .  

   INTRODUCTION  

In the United States, approximately 2.5 million patients suff er 
from pressure injuries (PIs) every year. 1  A PI is defi ned as local-
ized damage to the skin and/or the underlying tissue, typically 
over a bony prominence; it may present as intact skin or an 
open ulcer and occur as a result of pressure that is sustained for 
a critical duration of time. 2  ,  3  

 It is estimated that PIs cost the US healthcare system 
between $9 billion and $11 billion annually. 3  On average, US 
healthcare institutions spend $20,000 to $150,000 to treat 
each individual PI. 1  Pressure injuries often result in costly sec-
ondary complications such as infections; treatment of compli-
cated PIs further increase length of stay (LOS) and cost. 4-6  Th e 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) estimated 
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in 2007 that each PI added $43,000 to a hospital stay.1 In 
2008, the CMS identified facility-acquired PIs as one of the 
quality-of-care metrics used to determine the rate of reim-
bursement withholding. Additionally, hospitals and nursing 
homes are no longer reimbursed for the costs of treating cer-
tain facility-acquired PIs and related complications.7 To meet 
this clinical challenge and reduce financial losses, more effec-
tive PI prevention and treatment options have become increas-
ingly important for healthcare institutions.

The exact etiology of PI formation is not clearly understood; 
research indicates multifactorial etiologic factors. There is con-
sensus in the literature that tissue ischemia is the primary un-
derlying cause of tissue damage leading to PI formation.8,9 Tis-
sue ischemia occurs when vascular compression is maintained 
for a critical duration, resulting in impaired blood flow and 
subsequent depletion of oxygen and nutrients with an accu-
mulation of toxic metabolites.8,10,11 Ischemia has been linked 
to formation of PIs in multiple studies.8,12 Many other second-
ary factors are also widely recognized in the literature as con-
tributing to tissue damage, most notably friction, shear, tissue 
deformation, and microclimate (moisture).8,13,14 Tissue reper-
fusion following periods of ischemia is necessary in order to 
reestablish oxygen and nutrient delivery; however, it can elicit 
pathogenic processes that exacerbate local insult and induce 
PI formation.13-17 Reperfusion injury involves the generation 
of reactive oxygen species, calcium overload, opening of the 
mitochondrial permeability transition pore, endothelial dys-
function, appearance of a prothrombogenic phenotype, and 
pronounced inflammatory response.15,18 When restored blood 
flow reintroduces oxygen to the cells, damage occurs within 
the cellular proteins, DNA, and plasma membrane, which 
can result in the release of more free radicals.14,15,18 The proin-
flammatory response elicited in reperfusion injury involves the 
release of harmful mediators, or cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, 
and TNF, which can promote excessive, system-wide inflam-
mation and potentially lead to multisystem organ dysfunc-
tion.15

Early studies on ischemia-reperfusion PI formation pro-
vided compelling evidence of its role in the pathophysiology 
of a PI. In 2000, Peirce and colleagues13 developed a model 
of cyclic ischemia-reperfusion injury in rats using clinically 
relevant amounts and durations of pressures. Ischemia-reper-
fusion cycles were induced at varying intervals over 10-hour 
time periods. Peirce’s group found that 5 ischemia-reperfusion 
cycles that delivered a total of 10 hours of ischemia were more 
damaging to the skin than one continuous compression that 
also delivered 10 hours of ischemia. This increase in skin dam-
age was evidenced by a greater necrotic area and increased leu-
kocyte extravasation in the 5-cycle group. Interestingly, Peirce 
and colleagues13 also observed that skin damage followed a 
similar progression to that seen in human patients, including 
blanchable hyperemia, nonblanchable hyperemia, ecchymosis, 
and tissue necrosis, respectively, which provide evidence that 
the ischemia-reperfusion injuries induced in this rat model 
represent a similar pathological process hypothesized in hu-
mans.

A study conducted in 2004 by Stadler and colleagues19 
provided further evidence in support of the theory of isch-
emia-reperfusion injury as causing a PI. Using a mouse model, 
Stadler and colleagues followed the progression of PI formation 
after three 12-hour ischemia-reperfusion cycles. Pressure injury 
progression was tracked for a 21-day period post injury, and it 

was found that, on average, the wounds reached their maximum 
severity at 10 days postinjury despite pressure being removed 
and the mice returning to normal activity. These results indicate 
that tissue damage may continue to occur even after pressure is 
removed and ischemia resolved. These findings also mimic the 
progression of injury often observed following ischemia in other 
organ systems, such as abnormalities seen in post–ischemic 
myocardium, also termed “myocardial stunning,” and following 
ischemic stroke.18,20 These phenomena have been explained by 
the generation of reactive oxygen species, calcium overload, and 
a complex inflammatory-mediated response triggered by tissue 
reperfusion.15,18 These immune-modulating toxins can disrupt 
the delicate homeostasis necessary for optimal healing, both lo-
cally and systemically.21 It is plausible that a similar pathogenic 
process of reperfusion injury can ensue due to ischemia of the 
skin and soft tissues of the sacral region.

More recently, in 2011, Jiang and colleagues14 investigated 
the mechanisms and effects of ischemia-reperfusion injury in 
early-stage PI development using clinically relevant amounts 
and durations of pressures in a rat model. They found that 
following periods of induced ischemia-reperfusion at varying 
time intervals, there were increased levels of inflammatory 
mediators and significant skin damage present. These find-
ings indicate that tissue damage may occur rapidly following 
a period of ischemia and that ischemia-reperfusion may be an 
important mechanism in PI development. Additionally, Jiang 
and colleagues14 found that maximal tissue damage and maxi-
mal inflammatory mediator levels were observed within a 2- to 
3-hour ischemia-reperfusion cycle, which coincides with find-
ings from the earlier study by Peirce’s group,13 who reported 
maximal tissue damage at 2-hour ischemia-reperfusion inter-
vals. These findings are particularly compelling considering the 
currently accepted practice of manual patient repositioning ev-
ery 2 hours. Peirce and colleagues13 hypothesized that ischemia 
was a significant concern in mobility-impaired patients and 
that scheduled turning regimens might repeatedly put these 
patients at risk for such injuries and tissue damage.

Understanding these ischemia-reperfusion models may 
shed new light on current PI prevention protocols that fo-
cus on pressure redistributing strategies, such as manual re-
positioning schedules and pressure redistribution surfaces 
but focus little on continuous prevention of the underlying 
pathological mechanisms involved with ischemia.22,23 To our 
knowledge, there are no preventive interventions that can ef-
fectively prevent tissue ischemia by avoiding sustained vascu-
lar compression. Many commercially available specialty beds 
and support surfaces have been widely adopted by hospitals 
and nursing homes to mitigate the PI problem. However, 
evidence to support the effectiveness of these products in PI 
prevention is limited or unclear.24 These products, including 
static low-pressure foams and constant or alternating pressure 
mattresses and overlays, are designed to redistribute pressure 
in a random fashion.25 The repetitive distribution of pressure, 
lacking regard for the anatomical location of its application, 
may paradoxically lead to vascular compression, impaired tis-
sue perfusion, and tissue ischemia.8,9,11

Based on this evidence, we believe an optimally effective pre-
vention strategy should prevent tissue ischemia. To achieve this 
goal, the intervention would need to both (a) prevent vascular 
compression from occurring beyond a critical time duration 
and (b) promote tissue perfusion. This study examines whether 
a novel, noninvasive perfusion enhancement system (TurnCare 
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Guardian System, TurnCare, Inc, Palo Alto, California) could 
be more effective than alternating pressure surfaces at prevent-
ing PIs by enhancing sacral tissue perfusion and thereby avoid-
ing ischemia–reperfusion-related tissue damage.

The noninvasive perfusion enhancement system is based on 
application of pressure gradients throughout the sacral region. 
Rather than redistribute or alternate pressure, the system con-
tinuously applies and removes pressure in a precise, nonrepeat-
ing fashion through the inflation and deflation of narrow, ana-
tomically aligned and shaped air chambers. This mechanism is 
intended to prevent sustained vascular compression and there-
fore preserve tissue perfusion. The system is designed specifi-
cally to simulate healthy movement to avoid sustained vascular 
compression. By preventing vascular compression, blood flow 
is reliably increased to this large area of the body, reducing 
the intermittent ischemic insult and reperfusion injury seen in 
patients who develop a PI.

The aim of this randomized controlled trial was to determine 
if the experimental perfusion enhancement system improves 
upon current best practices in the prevention of PIs.26 The spe-
cific goal of the study was to show a statistically significant dif-
ference between the incidence rate of hospital-acquired PIs for 
patients using the perfusion enhancement system in addition 
to alternating pressure beds and that of patients utilizing alter-

nating pressure beds alone. A statistically significant difference 
in hospital-acquired PI incidence rates would indicate that a 
technology that prevents sustained vascular compression to 
avoid ischemia is likely more effective at PI prevention than 
current alternating pressure surfaces that distribute repeating 
pressure across all parts of the sacral anatomy (including bony 
prominences) without regard to specific anatomical location. 
Furthermore, achieving a statistically significant reduction in 
hospital-acquired PI incidence rates would support the find-
ings in the cited animal models connecting ischemia-reperfu-
sion to pressure injury formation and offer an indication that 
the same mechanism may be clinically relevant in high-risk 
patient populations.

METHODS

This trial was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of a per-
fusion enhancement system on the prevention of sacral region 
PIs in a high-risk hospital population defined as those patients 
having a Braden Scale score of 16 or less. The recruitment, 
randomization, and trial processes are summarized in the 
participant flowchart (Figure 1).

This study is a prospective, nonblinded, randomized clinical 
trial, ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03107143). The study protocol 

Figure 1. Participant flowchart.
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and the consent form were approved by the institutional re-
view board (IRB) at the study institution, St Vincent’s Medical 
Center, Bridgeport, Connecticut. Consecutive adult patients 
with Braden Scale for Pressure Sore Prevention scores of 16 or 
less who met inclusion criteria were consented and enrolled in 
the study by the clinical research team.

Inclusion criterion was a Braden Scale score of 16 or less 
on admission or a Braden Scale score of 16 or less recorded 
during the participant’s hospital stay. Exclusion criteria were 
as follows: (1) preexisting sacral region PI; (2) pregnancy; (3) 
aged younger than 18 years; (4) incarcerated during data col-
lection; (5) unstable spine or pelvic injuries; (6) recent surgical 
skin graft to the sacral area; (7) body weight more than 400 lb; 
and (8) active admitting diagnosis of a psychiatric condition.

The assignment of subjects to both the experimental and 
control groups was made by a blinded randomized block 
design. Subjects, once identified, were divided into different 
sized “blocks” or groups of 2, 4, or 6 people. Each block of 
subjects was assigned to either the experimental group or the 
control group based on random selection.

Description of Staged Rollout
At the request of the IRB and prior to hospital-wide deploy-
ment, the study was initiated in the combined medical/surgi-
cal intensive care and progressive care unit setting to (a) eval-
uate clinical workflow compatibility, (b) refine the process for 
subject selection, data entry, and collection using the hospital 
electronic health record (EHR) (OneChart; Cerner), and (c) 
look for potential patient safety issues. It was felt that these 
critical care areas represented the optimal environment to 
answer these questions, as the staff in these specialized units 
have the greatest level of experience and training. These areas 
of the hospital included approximately 30 beds in total. After 
a 1-month evaluation period and IRB review, no process or 
safety concerns were identified and hospital-wide enrollment 
and deployment ensued.

Study Device
The perfusion enhancement system comprises 2 main parts: a 
computer-controlled air pump (controller) and a multichan-
nel inflatable perfusion enhancing support surface (enhancer). 
The enhancer is placed directly on the support surface beneath 
all bed linens and absorbent pads; it extends from the subject’s 
lower back to the mid-thigh region. The enhancer’s design has 
a 3-dimensional shape that both envelops and conforms to the 
sacral region anatomy. The enhancer is bordered on both sides 
by inflatable side supports that center the patient over the pat-
tern of air cells built around a central epicenter. The epicenter 
is aligned with the patient by the large side supports of the 
enhancer such that the epicenter is directly beneath the sacrum 
providing anatomically correct orientation that maximizes sys-
tem effectiveness. The shape of the enhancers’ air channels en-
ables delivery of pressure gradient therapy in an anatomically 
specific fashion.

To start therapy, the patient weight and position (chair or 
bed) are entered into the controller via a touch screen. The 
pressure within the air cells of the enhancer is tightly regulated 
and adjusts automatically every few seconds to within 3 mm 
Hg as specified by the therapy algorithm programmed into the 
controller. The enhancer lifts the patient up from the underly-
ing support surface, be it a bed, stretcher, procedure table, or  
recovery chair. Once lifted, a continually changing combination 

of adjacent pressure spaces and pressure points (pressure gradi-
ents) is created beneath the patient by the sequential inflation 
and deflation of the enhancer’s air cells. The adaptive pressure 
capabilities continually monitor chamber pressures and adjust 
the application of pressure to create and rotate a varying series 
of spaces beneath the sacral region. In the mobility-impaired 
patient, these moving pressure gradients mimic the effect of 
healthy body movement. The perfusion enhancement system 
recreates patterns of pressure gradient movement seen in healthy 
subjects who naturally reposition themselves to avoid pain from 
prolonged vascular and soft tissue compression (Figure 2).

Study Procedures
The study setting was a 300-bed acute care community teach-
ing hospital in the northeastern United States. The hospital 
is part of the largest nonprofit health system in the United 
States.27 All patients were either scheduled admissions or ad-
mitted through the emergency department. Patients cared for  
in the behavioral health unit, emergency department, periop-
erative area, and obstetrics were not enrolled into the study. 
Other than those units, inpatients were qualified as potential 
study participants based on their Braden Scale score without 
regard to which unit they were in.

Upon admission, risk assessments for PIs and total body 
surveys were performed by hospital RNs. Skin assessments 
included head-to-toe identification of any skin abnormalities, 
including PIs, that might have been present on admission. All 
findings were documented in the hospital EHR. Any discrep-
ancies in body surveys were clarified by the hospital wound 
care team. A Braden Scale score was determined for each 
patient and documented in the EHR by hospital RNs accord-
ing to standard hospital protocol. As a quality control measure 
to confirm that no existing PIs were present, the clinical re-
search team verified the accuracy of the initial skin assessment 
after obtaining consent but prior to officially enrolling patients 
in the trial. Patients with existing PIs that were not identified 
by the hospital RNs, those patients were not enrolled into the 
study. Additionally, the clinical research team rounded on pa-
tients regularly to validate if the perfusion enhancement sys-
tems were being used correctly and consistently. During the 
trial, patients in the experimental group were withdrawn if 

Figure 2. Perfusion enhancement surface.
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their perfusion enhancement systems were found to have not 
been used correctly or consistently.

Eligible subjects were identified by a daily report generated 
from the hospital’s EHR that listed patients who had a Braden 
Scale score of 16 or lower. Patients were included in this report 
either by having a score 16 or lower at the time of admission or 
by having a score 16 or lower during the hospital stay validated 
by 3 consecutive scores of 16 or less. Patients identified on this 
report were assessed for study eligibility by the clinical research 
team via a brief interview with the patient’s RN to identify any 
exclusion criteria, consent was obtained, and a skin assessment 
by a clinical research team member verifying no preexisting PIs. 
Patient consent to participate in the study was then obtained 
by a clinical research team member, followed by random allo-
cation via the block process described previously.

Patients allocated to the experimental group had the perfu-
sion enhancement system placed on their beds and chairs. The 
enhancer was placed directly on the recovery chair with a sheet 
placed over it. An enhancer was also placed directly on top of 
the alternating pressure surface and secured to the bed frame 
with disposable loop and hook (Velcro) straps. The fitted sheet 
was then placed over the enhancer, and a disposable blue pad 
and a lifter sheet were placed on top of the fitted sheets for all 
patients in the study. The subject’s skin did not come in direct 
contact with any part of the perfusion enhancement system at 
any time. The enhancer was cleaned along with the bed surface 
and recovery chair according to standard hospital practices.

Prior to the start of the trial, the clinical research team con-
ducted tests to validate that the enhancers did not interfere 
with the functioning of automated fall detectors. This was 
done prior to rollout by testing the enhancers on standard 
hospital beds outfitted with fall detectors (TABS Fall Manage-
ment; Stanley Healthcare, Lincoln, Nebraska) to ensure prop-
er function when patients entered and exited their bed. The 
fall detector device was placed underneath the enhancer and 
tested for sensitivity of patient movement; findings indicated 
that the study device did not interfere with the fall detector 
function.

The clinical research team placed devices and ensured prop-
er function. Controllers were secured to bed footboards by a 
built-in hook system or attached to bases of intravenous poles 
by a clamp system (Figure 3). Controllers were connected to 
enhancers via multichannel hose sets, and settings for each pa-
tient were entered into the controllers. The controller settings 
entered included patient body weight and bed position. When 
applicable, a second enhancer was placed on a hospital chair 
so that the perfusion enhancement system could be used in a 
“sitting mode” while patients were sitting in hospital chairs 
(Figure 4). Study device setup and initiation of therapy were 
reviewed and validated with the patient’s hospital staff. The 
perfusion enhancement system remained in continuous op-
eration during the trial period and stayed with the same pa-
tients from the time they were first enrolled until they were 
discharged. Daily rounding was performed to ensure proper 
study device operation and proper positioning of the enhancer 
on the bed and the chair. Rounding was performed by the 
clinical research team in conjunction with the hospital nursing 
staff (Figure 5).

Standard of Care
Both control and experimental group patients received stan-
dard care for PI prevention according to hospital protocols, 
policies, and guidelines. Standard PI prevention measures for 

this facility include a methodology referred to as a “S.K.I.N.” 
Bundle (S—surface selection, K—keep turning, I—incon-
tinence management, N—nutrition), promulgated by the 

Figure 3. System setup on a hospital bed.

Figure 4. System setup on a hospital chair.
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Ascension Health System. This PI prevention initiative was 
developed within the parent health organization and stan-
dardized throughout its acute care facilities; at the alpha study 
site, the incidence of PIs decreased from more than 2% to less 
than 1% from December 2004 through February 2006.28 In 
accordance with the S.K.I.N. Bundle, all patients admitted to 
the study hospital were repositioned every 2 hours, provided 
incontinence care, and given aggressive nutritional manage-
ment as clinically indicated. Appropriate surfaces were de-
ployed by the hospital staff with the input of the wound care 
team as step “S”—surface of the S.K.I.N. protocol. The vast 
majority of hospital beds (95%) used for both the experimen-
tal and control groups had an integrated alternating pressure 
surface26 (VersaCare A.I.R. bed; Hill-Rom, Batesville, Indi-
ana). In a small number of cases, the hospital beds had an 
integrated multizone surface26 (Zone Aire, or Hill-Rom Total-
Care SpO2RT beds; Hill-Rom). All care measures were docu-
mented in the hospital’s EHR system. In addition to standard 
PI prevention practices, all patients in the experimental group 
had the noninvasive perfusion enhancement system placed di-
rectly onto their alternating pressure hospital bed and hospital 
recovery chair by the clinical research team with the assistance 
of the hospital nursing staff.

Study Rollout
Prior to the commencement of data collection, staff education 
and in-service sessions were held by the clinical research team 
on each nursing unit where the device was to be deployed. 
Education was provided for all hospital staff members who 
were involved with trial patients to educate them regarding 
PIs, patient safety, the trial process, trial procedures, perfu-
sion enhancement system setup, system operation, and trial 
monitoring. The behavioral health, perioperative, emergency 
department, and labor and delivery units were not in-serviced, 
as these patient populations were not candidates per exclusion 
criteria. Two hundred sixty-five staff members were educated 
before data collection began (209 RNs and 56 patient care 

technicians). Additional education was provided throughout 
the study period as needed by the clinical research team. Tri-
al informational binders as well as system operation manuals 
were provided at each nursing station. A quick “troubleshoot-
ing” guide for the perfusion enhancement system was attached 
to each device. A 24/7 trial support phone number was also 
provided. A team leader from the hospital clinical staff on each 
nursing unit was identified to facilitate communications be-
tween the clinical staff and clinical research team members.

Data Source and Collection
Hospital-acquired sacral region PIs were either discovered by 
hospital staff nurses during skin surveys on their shifts or by 
clinical research team members during their daily rounds. The 
clinical research team members involved with PI identification 
and staging had at least 5 years of clinical practice in wound 
care assessment. All clinical research team members were em-
ployed by the study sponsor (the manufacturer of the perfusion 
enhancement system). Sacral region PIs identified by clinical re-
search team members were reported to the hospital wound care 
team for confirmation. The hospital’s certified wound care nurse 
and the hospital wound care physician made final diagnosis and 
stage determination of the PIs based on the current National 
Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel staging system.2 The classifica-
tion, location, and characteristics of the PIs were recorded in 
the hospital EHR. The clinical research team also kept a separate 
data log in both electronic and paper forms. Paper documents 
were kept in a secured system with documentation of name, 
date, time, and time frame of access to documents maintained. 
Pressure injury data were verified and reconciled with the hospi-
tal EHR. In addition to PI information, patient characteristics 
and demographics, primary admission diagnoses, discharge di-
agnosis, Braden Scale scores, and LOS data were also collected. 
In accordance with the study IRB guidelines, patient confiden-
tiality was strictly maintained, and data were deidentified.

Data Analysis
Pretrial statistical modeling identified a required sample size 
ranging from 350 to 450 subjects to achieve an 80% of power 
using Fisher’s exact probability test at the significance level of 
.05. The expected incidence rate of hospital-acquired PIs for 
acute care patients with Braden Scale scores of 16 or less was 
assumed to be approximately 5.1% based on a prior study con-
ducted to look at the relationship between Braden Scale score 
and hospital-acquired PI incidence rate (78 PIs observed for 
1528 patients with Braden Scale scores ≤16 in an acute care 
hospital).29 This rate was adjusted to reflect only sacral region 
PIs (PIs to the sacrum, coccyx, and ischium that were assumed 
to be 65% of the total based on historical hospital incidence 
rates) and then adjusted up by 40% (also based on historical 
hospital deep tissue injury [DTI] incidence rates) to account 
for DTIs that were not counted as PIs when the Braden Scale 
score study was originally conducted.29 This gave a predict-
ed hospital-acquired sacral region PI incidence rate of 5% for 
patients with a Braden Scale score of 16 or less. Ninety-five 
percent was chosen as a desired effect size because in a previous 
unpublished pilot historical control trial to measure the effect 
of the novel perfusion enhancement system on stage 2 PI re-
covery rates, measured times to complete healing were 60% 
faster for patients on the perfusion enhancement system than 
those in the historical control group. It was surmised that the 
system would be more effective at prevention than treatment 
and prevent most of the PIs but yet it would not be 100% 

Figure 5. Adaptive pressure controller.
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effective and so it was decided to use 95% for the expected 
effect size. Using the expected hospital-acquired PI incidence 
rate of 5% and a 95% expected effect size, 80% power with 
a significance level of .05, a calculation with G*Power gave 
a needed sample size of 398 subjects. A 25% range around 
the expected value (±12.5%) was selected to set the range of 
subjects needed. As such the range of needed subjects was cal-
culated to be between 350 and 450 (±12.5%).

The odds ratio (OR) and corresponding upper and lower 
confidence intervals were calculated to compare the PI rates in 
the treatment and control groups. The significance of the dif-
ference in PI occurrence results between groups was calculated 
with a Fischer’s exact test.

Patient demographics and characteristics data were collect-
ed using the hospital’s EHR. Categorical data were presented 
as counts and percentages, and continuous data were present-
ed as means and standard deviations. Patient characteristics 
and demographics in each group were analyzed by using either 
a χ2 test or a t test as appropriate. P values less than .05 were 
deemed statistically significant.

RESULTS

Four hundred thirty-one patients were enrolled in the study. 
Thirty-two patients withdrew: 31 patients withdrew from the 
experimental group and 1 patient withdrew from the control 
group. The patient who withdrew from the control group cit-
ed data privacy concerns as the reason. In the experimental 
group, the majority of withdrawals (n = 29) were primarily 
due to noise from the controller of the experimental device 
or sensations of continuous enhancer movement beneath the 
subject. Two subjects were removed from the study for incon-
sistent device use (devices found on multiple occasions to be 
left turned off for extended periods of time by the clinical re-
search team). Thus, 399 patients completed the trial. There 
were 186 patients in the experimental group and 213 patients 
in the control group who completed the study.

The characteristics of the control and experimental groups 
were statistically similar with respect to age, Braden Scale score, 
and body mass index (BMI) (Table 1). Patients in the study 
ranged in age from 24 to 100 years; 50.6% of patients in the 
experimental group were male as were 37.1% in the control 
group. The difference between male percentages in the differ-
ent groups was statistically significant (P = .008, χ2 analysis).

There was a wide range of discharge diagnoses for the trial 
patients. The top primary diagnoses at discharge were sepsis 
(n = 71; 17.8% of the total subjects in the trial), respiratory 
failure (n = 36 patients; 9%), septic shock (n = 32 patients; 
8%), and stroke (n = 31; 7.8%). These 4 diagnoses accounted 

for 42.6% of all the subjects enrolled in the trial. There were 
no statistical differences between discharge diagnoses in the 
experimental and control groups (Table 2).

Eleven patients (5.16%) in the control group versus 2 
(1.07%) in the experimental group developed hospital-acquired 
sacral region PIs. The difference between PI incidence rates 
in the 2 groups was statistically significant (P = .024). The 
hospital-acquired PIs in the control group consisted of 2 
deep tissue PIs, 6 stage 2 PIs, and 3 stage 1 PIs. The hospi-
tal-acquired PIs in the experimental group consisted of 1 stage 
1 PI and 1 stage 2 PI (Table 3). An OR was calculated to 
compare the PI rates in the experimental and control groups  
(OR = 0.1996; 95% CI, 0.0437-0.9125).

The mean LOS for all subjects in the control group was 
9.328 days (SD = 10.348). The mean LOS for all subjects 
in the experimental group was 8.667 days (SD = 6.988). 
The average LOS of the experimental group was 0.66 days 
(7.1%) less than the control group. This difference was not 
statistically significant (P = .46, unpaired t test, 2-tailed P 
value). When LOS was examined by discharge diagnosis, 
it was found that the majority of the reduction in average 
LOS seen in the experimental group was concentrated in a 
subgroup of patients with 2 discharge diagnoses: stroke (n 
= 31; 7.8%) and acute kidney injury (n = 18; 4.5%). The 
mean LOS in the experimental subgroup was 5.865 days 
(SD = 3.238) versus a mean LOS of 13.747 days (SD = 
16.384) in the control subgroup. This was a statistically sig-
nificant (P = .045, unpaired t test, 2-tailed P value) 7.88-day 
(57.3%) reduction in mean LOS.

TABLE 1.
Characteristics of Experimental Group and Control Group 
Patients

Experimental 
Group

Control 
Group

Total number of subjects finished trial 186 213

Hospital-acquired pressure injury incidence 2 11

Age range of subjects 24-100 35-98

Mean age 74.69 74.38

Male patients 94 (50.6%) 79 (37.1%)

Female patients 92 (49.4%) 134 (62.9%)

Mean BMI 28.3 27.9

Mean Braden Scale score 14.2 14.5

Mean length of stay 8.667 9.328

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index.

TABLE 2.
Top 4 Discharge Diagnoses of Trial Patients

Discharge Diagnosis
Experimental 

Group (n) Control Group (n) Total
Percentage of 
Total Subjects

p-value  
(double tailed)

Statistically 
Significant

Sepsis 33 38 71 17.79% 0.553 No

Respiratory Failure 18 18 36 9.02% N/A No

Septic Shock 16 16 32 8.0% N/A No

Stroke 12 19 31 7.7% 0.21 No

Total 79 91 170 42.61%
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The hospital IRB approved 2 follow-up surveys, one that 
was sent to the hospital clinical staff and the other sent to  
patients during the study. In that deidentified anonymous staff 
survey, questions were asked about (a) the clinical staff’s expe-
rience with the perfusion enhancement system, (b) the patient 
reaction to the perfusion enhancement system, and (c) how 
well the perfusion enhancement system integrated into the 
clinical workflow.

The hospital staff responded to 10 items that ranked the 
perfusion enhancement system with a scale of 1 (being the 
worst) to 6 (being the best) on different criteria ranging from 
patient satisfaction to system usability to ease of integration 
with the clinical workflow. There were 52 responses, and the 
average weighted score across all 10 questions was 4.99 out 
of 6.

Patients were posed 3 questions in which they were asked 
to score the perfusion enhancement system with a scale of 1 
(being the worst) to 6 (being the best) on different criteria 
ranging from comfort on the system to the noise level of the 
system to whether they would want to have the system de-
ployed to them again if they were readmitted. There were 18 
responses, and the average weighted score was 5.21 out of 6.

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that led to this study was an attempt to de-
termine whether the primary cause of hospital-acquired 
sacral region PIs is sustained vascular compression, leading 
to ischemia-reperfusion with patient repositioning.11,14 The 
80% reduction in hospital-acquired sacral region PIs for pa-
tients using a perfusion enhancement system compared to 
patients using alternating pressure beds is consistent with the 
theory of ischemia-reperfusion as a cause of PI, and it sug-
gests that an effective PI prevention technology should focus 
on minimizing vascular compression, rather than pressure 
redistribution.

Current standard-of-care protocols focus on pressure- 
relieving strategies, such as manual repositioning schedules 
and alternating pressure surfaces, and mitigation of contribut-
ing factors, such as shear, friction, and microclimate.22,23 Prior 
to this study, there has been no report of a prevention measure 
designed to promote tissue perfusion and target underlying 
ischemia and subsequent reperfusion injury as the root cause 
of PI. This study represents the first report of a perfusion en-
hancement device of its kind. The statistically significant de-
crease in the number of PIs in the experimental group may be 
attributed to avoidance of ischemia-reperfusion injury experi-
enced with scheduled repositioning. As the perfusion enhance-
ment system was designed to prevent ischemia and not to ad-
dress the other suspected leading factors in PI development, 
it would follow that continuous perfusion enhancement may 
be one of the most significant opportunities to improve the  

prevention of PIs beyond the gains that have been achieved 
using alternating pressure surfaces and best practice protocols. 
Based on these findings, we believe a perfusion enhancement 
system should be considered as an addition to the current stan-
dards in prevention of hospital-acquired PIs.

Due to the compelling indication of support for isch-
emia-reperfusion as a root cause of PI, this study also prompt-
ed further investigation into the data to determine if other 
findings were present that might support the perfusion en-
hancement system’s effectiveness in preventing ischemia-reper-
fusion. A statistically significant reduction in LOS was found 
in patients with stroke and acute kidney injury, 2 conditions 
highly susceptible to exacerbation from the release of proin-
flammatory mediators as seen in reperfusion injury.20,30 A plau-
sible explanation of this statistically significant result is that by 
preventing ischemia-reperfusion, the perfusion enhancement 
system may prevent the release of harmful cytokines that are 
known to cause systemic health implications such as inflam-
mation, acute kidney injury, muscular atrophy, and exacerba-
tion of certain disease processes.14,15

We believe that a cycle of ischemia-reperfusion injury may 
be causing not only local but also systemic effects for mobili-
ty-impaired patients. It is plausible that the process that drives 
PI formation locally also has a profound systemic effect that 
contributes to the overall patient recovery in specific popula-
tions, as evidenced by an impact on LOS for specific patient 
subgroups. Beyond the well-established detrimental effects of 
mobility impairment, such as the deconditioning of muscle 
and PI to the dependent skin and soft tissue, could there be 
additional negative systemic effects such as those seen with 
reperfusion of an ischemic limb?14 Research indicates that res-
toration of blood flow to an ischemic limb causes both local 
and systemic changes.14 We question whether a PI is the “isch-
emic foot” of the sacral region? These findings could have 
significant clinical implications with regard to the treatment 
of mobility-impaired patients. Further research in this area 
appears warranted.

LIMITATIONS

The clicking sound of the perfusion enhancement system led 
to a larger than expected number of withdrawals from the ex-
perimental arm; this limitation has been addressed in a sec-
ond-generation version of the perfusion enhancement system 
designed to be quieter. It would be beneficial to perform a fol-
low-on study with a larger number of subjects across multiple 
centers to confirm the results in different hospital systems with 
different patient care workflows.

There was a statistically significant difference between the 
percentage of male and female subjects in the control group 
(M:F 51.6% vs 31.7%; P = 0.008). The cause of this differ-
ence is not clear. Given the historically higher prevalence rate 
of PIs in men (2.0%) when compared to women (1.6%),31 
the presence of relatively more women in the control group 
may possibly have diminished the observed incidence rate of 
hospital-acquired PIs in the control group than had the male 
percentage of the control group been more similar to the ex-
perimental group. This suggests that the observed difference 
between the PI incidence rate in the experimental group and 
the control group could have been larger had the groups had 
a more similar representation of male and female subjects. It 
would have been preferable to have a more even representation 
of male percentage in both groups.

TABLE 3.
Classification of Hospital-Acquired Sacral Region 
Pressure Injuries

Hospital-Acquired Sacral Region 
Pressure Injury

Experimental 
Group (n = 2)

Control Group 
(n = 11)

Stage 1 1 3

Stage 2 1 6

Deep tissue injury 0 2
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CONCLUSION

We found that a perfusion enhancement system used in sup-
plement to alternating pressure beds is more effective in the 
prevention of hospital-acquired sacral region PIs than the use 
of alternating pressure beds alone. Patients who used the nov-
el, noninvasive perfusion enhancement system to prevent the 
occurrence of sacral region tissue ischemia were 5.04 times less 
likely to develop a sacral region PI as compared to the control 
group, suggesting that a perfusion enhancement system may 
be a beneficial addition to standard PI prevention protocols in 
the acute care setting. This finding supports previous research 
pointing to ischemia-reperfusion injury as a major factor in 
the etiology of PIs, and it suggests that the study device may 
prevent sustained vascular compression of a critical duration 
to avoid ischemia-reperfusion. The additional observed LOS 
reduction for experimental group patients with a primary dis-
charge diagnosis of stroke or acute kidney injury also suggests 
that the perfusion enhancement system may prevent isch-
emia-reperfusion injury. These results may increase our under-
standing of the pathophysiology of PIs along with previously 
unknown systemic effects impacting the recovery of mobili-
ty-impaired patients. Further research is needed.
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